Abstract-We provide a distributed algorithm for the radio resource allocation problem in multicell downlink multi-input single-output systems, subject to satisfying quality of service requirements of each user. Specifically, the problem of minimiz ing total transmit power subject to signal-to-interference-plus noise ratio constraints of each user is considered. We propose a consensus-based distributed algorithm based on alternating direction method of multipliers. Numerical results show that the proposed distributed algorithm can achieve the optimal centralized solution.
I. INTRODUCTION
We provide a distributed algorithm for the minimum power beamforming design problem subject to signal-to-interference plus-noise ratio (SINR) constraint of each user, for multicell downlink systems with linear precoding. The base stations are assumed to have multiple antennas while all the receivers are equipped with single antenna.
Centralized methods for the minimum power beamforming design problem have been proposed in [1]- [3] . Unfortunately, the centralized method is not practical for the resource alloca tion due to high overhead required for collecting all channel state information at the central processing unit. Therefore, to share the workload of the central controller and to overcome impelling backhaul the distributed algorithm is desirable in practice.
Distributed methods for the minimum power beamforming design problem in multiple-input and single-output (MISO) multicell wireless systems have been proposed in [4] - [8] . The algorithm in [4] is based on uplink-downlink duality, where the minimum power downlink beamformers problem is solved using dual uplink problem. The algorithm in [4] is a multicell generalization of the algorithm proposed in [9] for the single-cell case. In [5] dual decomposition method is adopted, and the algorithm in [6] is based on primal decomposition. A game theoretic approach is considered in [7] . Recently, by considering the uncertainty in the channel measurements, an algorithm based on the alternating direction method of multipliers, with semidefinite relaxation has been proposed in [8] .
The main contribution of the paper is to propose a consensus-based distributed algorithm, and fast solution method via alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [10] .The ADMM turns the original problem into a series of iterative steps, namely, local variable update, global variable update, and dual variable update [lO] . The local vari able and dual variable updates are carried out independently in parallel by all BSs, while the global variable update is carried out by base stations coordination.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The considered MISO system model and problem formulation are described in Section II. The distributed algorithm for the sum power minimization is derived in Section III. The numerical results are presented in Section IV, and Section V concludes our paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
A multicell MISO downlink system, with N base stations (BS) each equipped with T transmit antennas is considered.
The set of all BSs is denoted by N, and we label them with the integer values n = 1, ... ,N. The transmission region of each BS is modeled as a disc with radius RBS centered at the location of the BS. Single data stream is transmitted for each user. We denote the set of all data streams in the system by .c, and label them with the integer values I = 1, ... ,L. The transmitter node (i.e., the BS) of lth data stream is denoted by tran(l) and the receiver node of lth data stream is denoted by rec(l). We have .c = U nE N.c(n), where .c(n) denotes the set of data streams transmitted by nth BS. Note that the intended users of the data streams transmitted by each BS are necessarily located inside the transmission region of the BS (see Figure 1) .
The antenna signal vector transmitted by nth BS is given by
Xn = L: dlml,(1)
IEL:(n)
where dl E <e and ml E <eT represent the information symbol and the transmit beamformer associated to lth data stream, respectively. We assume that dl is normalized such
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that E l d l12 = l. Moreover, we assume data streams are independent, i.e., E{d 1 dj} = 0 for all I f= j, where l,j E .c.
The signal received at rec( I) can be expressed as Yl (2) where h;l E <c1xT is the channel matrix between tran(j) and rec(l), and nl is circular symmetric complex gaussian noise with variance af . Note that the second right hand term in (2) represents the intra-cell interference and the third right hand term represents the out-of-cell interference. The received SINR of lth data stream is given by
where z� l = L:jEC(n) I h;l mj 12 represents the power of the out-of-cell interference from nth BS to rec(l).
L:nN\ { tranl(l)} z� l ) prevents resource allocation on an intra-cell basis and demands BSs cooperation/coordination. To avoid unnecessary coordination between far apart located BSs, we make the following assumption: transmission from nth BS interfere the lth data stream (transmitted by BS b f= n) only if the distance between nth BS and rec(l) is smaller than a threshold Rint 1. The disc with radius Rint centered at the location of any BS is referred to as the interference region of the BS (see Figure 1) . Thus, if nth BS located at a distance larger than Rint to rec(l), the associated Znl components are set to zero2. Based on the assumption above, we can express fl as where Ni nt (I) <;;; N\ {tran( I)} is the set of out-of-cell interfering BSs that are located at a distance less than Rint to rec(l). For example, in Figure 1 , we have Ni nt(2) = {2}, Ni nt(8) = {l}, and Ni nt(l) = 0 for alII E {l,3,4,5,6, 7}.
The total transmitted power of the multicell downlink sys tem can be expressed as
i Similar assumptions are made, e.g., in [II] in the context of arbitrary wireless networks.
2 The value of Ri nt is chosen such that the power of the interference term is below the noise level and this commonly used approximation is made to avoid unnecessary coordinations between distant BSs. The effect of nonzero Znl terms can be accurately modeled by changing the statistical characteristics of noise nl at rec(l). However, those issues are extraneous to the main focus of the paper.
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Assuming that the SINR f l is subject to the constraint f l 2': I I for each user I E L, the problem of minimizing the total transmitted power can be expressed as minimize subject to L: L: I lm l ll� nEN1EC(n) IE L Z� l = L: I h;l mj 1 2 , lE Lint,nENi nt(l), jEC(n) (4) with variables { ml h E c and {Znl} IECint,nENint (I) , where Lint in the second equality constraints denotes the set of all data streams that are subject to the out-of-cell interference, i.e., Lint = {Ill E L,Ni nt(l) f= 0}. Finally, to improve the readability of the paper we summarize a list of sets used in this paper in Table I .
Set of all BSs

12
Set of all data streams
L(n)
Set of data streams transmitted by nth BS
Ni nt(l)
Set of out-of-cell BSs interfering to lth data stream
Li nt
Set of all data streams that are subject to the out-of-cell interference
Ii nt(n)
Set of links for which BS n acts as the out-of-cell interferer Li nt(n) Set of links in BS n that are affected by the out-of-cell interference 
III. SUM POWER MINIMIZATION
In this section we derive a distributed algorithm for prob lem (4) . First, we equivalently reformulate the original prob lem (4) in a form of global consensus problem. Then, we de rive the proposed distributed algorithm based on ADMM [10] .
A. An equivalent reformulation
We start by reformulating problem (4) as minimize subject to
where the variables are { ml h E c and {Znl}IECint,nENi"t(I)' Problem (4) and (5) are equivalent as it can be easily shown (e.g., by contradiction) that the second inequality holds with equality at the optimal point.
Recall that z� l in problem (5) represents power of the out of-cell interference caused by nth BS at rec ( I) , and hence, variable Znl couples exactly two BSs (i.e., BS n and BS tran(l». We use consensus technique to distribute problem (5) over the BSs. The method consist of introducing at each BS local copies of the coupling variables Znl for all l E Lint, n E Hint (l) (see Figure 2 ).
Let us define X k ,nl as the local copy of Znl at BS k. Thus for each Znl , we make two local copies, i.e., Xn,nl at BS n and Xtran(l),nl at BS tran(l). Then problem (5) can be written equivalently in a global consensus form as minimize L L I lm l ll� nEN lEL(n) I h�mll2
with variables { ml h EL' {Xk,nlh E { n,tran(l)},lELint,nENi nt(l)' and {Zndl ELint,nENint(l)' Note that in the SINR constraints of problem (6), we replaced Zbl by the local copy Xn,bl and used
In the second inequality constraints of (6) we replaced Znl by the local copy Xn,nl . The last set of equality constraints of (6) are called consistency constraints, and they enforce the local copies {xk,ndk E { n,tran(l)} to be equal to the corresponding global variable Znl .
In problem (6) the objective function and the first set of inequality constraints are separable in n E N (one for each BS). Also, it can be easily shown that the second set of inequality constraints of (6) are separable in n EN. To do this, let us denote Iint (n) the set of links for which BS n acts as an out-of-cell interferer, i.e., Iint(n) = {l l l E Lint,n E Hint(l)}. Then, by noting that the sets {( n, l) I l E Lint, n E Hint(l)} and {( n, l) I n E N, l E Iint (n)} are identical, the second set of inequality constraints of (6) can be rewritten as
which is separable in n E N. Observe that without the consistency constraints, problem (6) can now be decoupled easily into N subproblems, one for each BS. We next express problem (6) more compactly. To do this, we first express the consistency constraints of problem (6) more compactly by using vector notations, which denote the local and global variables associated with BS n. By using the equivalence between the sets {( n, l) I l E Lin ll n E Hint (l)} and {(n,l)ln E N,l E Iint(n)}, let us express the consistency constraints of problem (6) as Xn,nl Xtran(l),nl Znl, n EN, l E Iint(n) Znl, l E Lint, n E Hint(l) . (8) In the first set of equalities of (8), {xn,nd lEIint(n) is a set of local variables associated with BS n. Similarly, to find a set of local variables that are associated with BS n in the second set of equalities of (8), let us define Lint (n) the set of links in BS n that are affected by the out-of-cell interference, i.e., Lint(n) = {l l l E Lint n L(n)} 3. Then by noting Lint = U nEN Lint (n) we can rewrite (8) as
Zbl, n EN, l E Lint(n), bE Hint(l) . (9) Clearly, in the second set of equalities of (9), {Xtran (l),bl }l ELint(n),bENi nt(l) is set of local variables that are associated with BS n. We now denote (9) compactly using vector notation. Let us define vectors X n and Z n as 4 { {xn,nd lEIint(n), {Xtran (l),bd lELint(n),bENi nt(l) }, {{ znl hEIint(n), {Zbl hELint(n),bENint(l) } ' (10) Then (9) can be compactly written as
Note that X n is a collection of the local variables that are associated with BS n, and Z n is a collection of the global variables that are associate with the components of variable
X n·
Furthermore, for the sake of brevity, let us define the matrix Mn = [ m tl lEL(n) obtained by concatenating the column vectors ml , the following set l E L(n) and the following function (M n,xn ) E M n otherwise (12) (13) Then by using notations (11), (12) , and (13), consensus problem (6) can be compactly written as minimize L f n (M n ' xn) nEN subject to X n = Z n, n E N, where the variables are M n, Xn, and Z n for all n E N.
B. Distributed algorithm via ADMM (14)
In this section we derive a distributed algorithm for prob lem (14) . The proposed algorithm is based on ADMM [10] .
We start by writing the augmented Lagrangian [12] for prob lem (4) as Lp({Mn, Xn, Zn, Un}nEN) = L ( !n (Mn, xn) nEN +U�( Xn -Zn) + �II Xn -zn ll� ) , (5) where {Un}nEN are the dual variables associated with the equality constraints of (14) , and p > 0 is a penalty parameter, that adds the quadratic penalty to the standard Lagrangian Lo for the violation of the equality constraints of problem (4).
Each iteration of ADMM algorithm consists of the follow ing three steps [10] M�+l, x�+l = argmin Lp (Mn, Xn, z�, u�) ,n E N (6) Mn,Xn where superscript i is the iteration counter. Note that the steps (6) and (8) are completely decentralized, and hence, can be carried out independently in parallel in each BS.
Step (7) requires to gather the local variables (M�+l, X�+l) and the dual variable u� from all N BSs, and hence, it requires coordination between the BSs. In the sequel, we first explain in detail to solve the ADMM steps in (6) and (7). Then, we summarize the proposed ADMM based distributed algorithm. 
with variables Mn and Xn. Here, we write u�T instead of (u�)T to lighten the notation. Let us denote Vn = (1/ p)un.
Then by using notations (2) and (3), problem (9) can be equivalently expressed as subject to The problem (23) decouples across Znl, since the objective function is separable in Znl for all I E Lint, n E Mnt (l). Note that the objective function of problem (23) is quadratic in Znl.
Hence by setting the gradient of (23) with respect to Znl equal to zero, we can get the solution z� l which can be expressed as * ( Hl + i +l +
z nl = xn,nl xtran(l),nl p un,nl utran(l),nl for all I E Lint, n E Mnt (l). Therefore, the update z�t 1 = z� l for all I E Lint, n E Mnt (l). Moreover, by substituting z�tl in (18) 7, we can show that the sum of the dual variables u � ,nl + u � ran(l),nl is equal to zero, thus the update z�t l further simplifies to
for all l E Lint, n E Hint (I) . Hence the global variable update z�t l is simply the average of its local copies x �+� l i + l ' and xtran(l),nl' Finally, we summarize the proposed ADMM based distributed algorithm for sum power minimization problem as follows. 2) BS n = 1 ... N update local variables (M�+I, x�+I).
3) BS nand BS tran(l) exchange their local copies x �+� l
and xtran(l),nl for all l E Lint, n E JVint l .
6) If stopping criteria is satisfied, STOP. Otherwise, set i = i + 1, and go to step 2.
The first step initializes the algorithm.
Step 2 updates the local variables of each BS by solving problem (21).
Step 2 is completely decentralized. In step 3, the neighboring BSs that are coupled by variable Znl, i.e., BS nand BS tran(l),
exc ange t elr oca cop Ies Xn,n l an X tran(l),nl' n step , each BS updates the global variable Z�+I. Note that the global variable update z�+1 in its component is simply the average of the local copies (25). In step 5, the dual variables are updated by each BS.
Step 6 checks the stopping criteria, and the algorithm stops if the stopping criteria is satisfied. Otherwise, the algorithm continues in an iterative manner.
C. Finding feasible solution at each iteration of Algorithm 1
In many practical applications we have to stop the dis tributed algorithm after a finite number of iterations before converging the algorithm. On the other hand, the intermediate solutions provided by Algorithm 1 do not necessarily result in feasible solution. In particular, the SINR constraints of problem (4) may not hold since the local copies Xn,nl and Xtran(l),nl that corresponds to the global variable Znl for all I E Lint, n E Hint (I) may not be equal. Thus, we can get SINR rl ::; "Yl as a solution of step 2 of Algorithm 1 for some l E L. Therefore, to make the local copies Xn,nl and Xtran(l),nl equal, and find a set of feasible beamformers Mn, we set the value of the local variable Xn fixed at z� for all n E N. Then solve problem (21) in variables t and Mn. We assume an exponential path loss model, where the channel matrix between BSs and users is modeled as hjl = (djd do) -ry / 2 ejl, where djl is the distance from the transmitter of data stream j (i.e., BS tran(j» to the receiver of data stream I (i.e., user rec( I) , do is the far field reference distance [14] , 'f] is the path loss exponent, and ejl E CT is arbitrarily chosen from the distribution CN(O, I) (i.e., frequency-flat fading channel with uncorrelated antennas). Here, we refer an arbitrarily generated set of fading coefficients C = {ejl l j, I E L} as a single fading realization.
We assume the maximum power constraint is same for each BS, i.e., pr;:ax = poax for all n E N, and al = a for alII E .c.
We define the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) operating point at a distance r as
In our simulations, we set do = 1, 'f] = 4, a2 = 1, poax /a2 = 45dB, SNR(Rint) = OdB, Figure 3 shows the objective suboptimality p i -p*, where p i is the objective value at ith iteration, and p* is the optimal objective value obtained by using centralized algorithm [9, Section IV]. For comparision, we consider a dual decom position based distributed algorithm (DDA) proposed in [5] .
In our simulation, SINR target is set to "Yl = 5 dB for all I E L. DDA [5] plots are drawn for the subgradient step size a = 10,50,100. For Algorithm 1, the penalty parameter is set to p = 2(3, where (3 8 depends on the problem parameters defined as
IEL(n)
and also plots are drawn for p = 1000,2000 to see the behavior of Algorithm 1 on a wide range of the values of the penalty parameter.
Results show that the convergence speed of the proposed Algorithm 1 is very fast compared to DDA [5] . For example, the proposed algorithm can achieve the objective suboptimality of 100 in just 18 iterations with p = 2(3. However, DDA [5] requires more than 2000 iterations for all simulated cases. 8 The parameter (3 is the maximum BS power required to achieve the given SINR targets in orthogonal multi-tone downlink systems.
Results also show that Algorithm 1 performs very well for a wide range of values of p. Hence Algorithm 1 is less sensitive to the variation of the algorithm parameter p, while the results show that the convergence speed of DDA [5] is quite sensitive to the variation of the subgradient step size a.
V. CONCLUSION
We have considered the radio resource allocation problem in multicell downlink multi-input single-output systems, subject to satisfying quality of service requirements of each user. The problem of minimizing total transmit power subject to signal to-interference-plus-noise ratio constraints of each user is considered. Numerical results show that the convergence speed of the proposed distributed algorithm is very fast compared with the algorithm based on dual decomposition, and the proposed algorithm can converge to the optimal centralized solution. 
